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Pajoohesh Consulting Engineers (PCE), with more than 30 years of experience is one of the 
most experienced consulting companies, working in multiple engineering and specialty fields. The 
company  is capable of offering a tremendous range of consulting services to all top organizations 
in the region.  
Established in 1981 as a joint stock company, the company has adopted a dynamic approach 
in expanding its scope of activities and expertise and hence has  acquired a significant role in 
thriving the plans  and  fulfillment of all clients’ goals. The company has always been recognized 
and admired by the high ranking authorities, both in governmental and private sectors for its 
outstanding achievements. This has been made possible only through  an organized management, 
a close and effective  mutual cooperation with  reputable domestic and international firms, and 
finally benefiting from an elite team of experts and professionals in different sections.  

Introdnction and a Brief History Fields of Activities

 " Tehran Office Staffs"
spring 2013

Pajoohesh Consulting Engineers (PCE), with the help of its professional, technically reliable, 
and enthusiastic team of experts together with its valuable experiences in the area of domestic 
engineering services provides services in the following fields:

 Light rail transit and  Urban railways (subways)  including design and commissioning of  stations, 
tunnels (conventional and machined excavation), railways, technical structures, parking, depots, 
operating control centers (OCC) 

 Monorails, routings with bridges, technical structures and stations 

 Suburban and Intercity Railway, Stations special buildings, track and alignments studies, depots 
and bridges

 Fixed and moving facilities in rail transportation scope includes: Rolling Stock, Power Supply, 
Signaling, Telecommunication, ventilation systems, Depot Equipments and operation control 
center (OCC) utilities, Fire Alarm and Extinguish systems (FAS & FES), Elevators and Escalators, 
Automatic Fare Collection (AFC), Building Management System (BMS)   
 Sport complex and stadium 
 Hotels, tourism and multi-purpose complexes 
 Residential ,business and commercial towers
 Academic campuses and educational complexes 
 Military sites and buildings 
 Industrial and semi-industrial buildings
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According to its organizational chart with various specialized departments, PCE provides its vast 
number of services in various engineering areas, ranging from upstream studies to technical 
inspections (Feasibility, Conceptual, Basic, Detailed design and Supervision services). 
 Upstream Studies
 Preliminary Studies
 Overall Design
 Detailed Designs
 Construction/ Supervision
 Technical Inspection
 Site Engineering

Managing Director

Services Qualifications  

 First Rank in Design and Supervision of: 
 Light rail transit and  Urban railways (Subways)
 Monorails
 Suburban and Intercity Railway, Stations special buildings, track and alignments studies, 
depots and bridges
 Fixed and moving facilities and E&M installation in rail transportation
 Sport complex and stadium 
 Hotels, tourism and multi-purpose complexes 
 Residential ,business and commercial towers
 Academic campuses and educational complexes 
 Military sites and buildings 
 Industrial and semi-industrial buildings
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Subway Network

Tehran

Featured Projects

1- Tehran Subway Network

Tehran subway studies goes back to the year 1971, when the first study was performed by French 
companies, Sofretu and RATP about Tehran's socio-economic and traffic condition forecast up to 
1991. In 1974,  the proposal for Tehran subway was tendered. The proposal recommended a road 
network with a loop express way in the central area and 2 highways for new urban areas and a 
7-lines metro network which were complemented by bus network and taxi services. In 1975 the 
law of “Tehran’s Urban & Suburban Railway Company” (Metro) establishment was ratified and in 
1976 metro construction studies and executive jobs were begun. The construction process of the 
metro was paused during 1980 to 1986. In 1987 the construction of tunnels and stations of lines 
1, 2 and 5 (Tehran-Karaj suburban railway) was resumed ,whose outcome was inauguration of 
Line 5 from Tehran to Karaj station with 3 active stations. 
Some of the Major activities of PCE as  management consultant, client’s consultant, designer and 
supervisor in Tehran subway since 1986 are:

 Tehran-Karaj High Speed Electric Railway (Line 5)
By 42 Km length and 11 stations that was inaugurated to Karaj in 1998 and to Golshahr in 2004.
 Line 2
It is west-east line from Sadeghieh station to Farhangsara by 24 Km length and 22 stations that 
was inaugurated in 4 stages within 1999 to 2008.  
 South extension of Line 1
By approximate length of 13 Km and 5 stations from Ali Abad station to Holly shrine which was 
inaugurated in 2 stages throughout 2001 and 2002.
 North extension of Line 1
It joints Haghani station in north of Abbas Abad territory to Mirdamad Avenue and along to 
Dr.Shariati street reaches Tajrish square. It has 8 Km length from Haghani station to Tajrish and 6 
stations that was inaugurated within 2008 to 2011.
 Line 3
From eastern-north of Tehran (Ozgol realm) to western-south of city (Ghale Morghi region) with 
37 Km length and 28 stations. The median part of this line was inaugurated in 2012. It is worth 
mentioning that this line is the longest subway lines in Middle East.
 Line 7
With approximate length of 30 km and 27 stations which connects east-south of Tehran around 
Takhti stadium to north-south in Sa'adat Abad.

PCE has taken part in designing and construction of more than 95 stations in Tehran subway 
networks.

 Tehran Line 2: Under Operation Tunnel

 Tehran Line 3: M3 Station

 Tehran Line 3 Junction

 Tehran Line 1 North Extension  Tehran Line 1 North Extension: Mirdamad Station

 Tehran Line 7: San'at Square Station

 TBM Entrance to C3 Station

 Tehran Line 1 North Extension: Tajrish Station (The deepest station of Iran)
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2- Mashhad Subway Network

In Mashhad comprehensive transportation study, 5 subway lines are anticipated:
 Line 1
By 24 Km length and 22 stations which is operating and its development to airport is under 
construction.
 Line 2
By 14 Km length and 13 stations connects eastern-north of Mashhad to its western-south which 
is under construction.
 Line 3
By 25 Km and 22 stations which connects Mashhad western-north to its south in bus terminal that 
its advanced first phase studies has accomplished.
 Line 4
By 14 Km length and 14 stations which is north to south path and its advanced first phase designs 
is under studies.
 Line 5
It will be constructed in elevateded ring shape.

Since 2004, PCE is responsible of management consultant of line 2, 3 and 4 of Mashhad, and 
according to inception of construction operations in line 2, acts as a technical arm of client and 
provides professional consultant services. 

Mashhad Subway Network

3- Ahwaz subway line 2

Ahwaz subway line 2 is started from southern most of Ahwaz in Abadan square, and while moving 
towards North, would align with Behbahani freeway. This line, after having intersection with line 
1 in east, continues its route to Karoon River and then moves to North (Kianpars region). At the 
end, it departs in Padafand Avenue to west side and reaches to its end. The length of this line is 
22 Km and has 21 stations. 
PCE, in form of a joint venture (PCE, Systra and Metra Consulting Engineers), is the custodian of 
conceptual design, first and second phase studies of all stations of line 2.
The following services have been provided as “especial services” by PCE, in addition to prevailing 
services of station designing for Ahwaz subway line 2:
 Economical modeling (static and dynamic) in order to acquisition of added value 
 Modeling and control of emergency evacuation of stations according to NFPA 130 specifications.
 Precise and applicable study of stations structures and construction methods, considering 

geotechnical features of Ahwaz city and site level of underground water.
 Implementation of environmental commitments and passive defense in design and construction 
of stations. 

 A2 Station

 Mashhad Line 2 Rolling Stock

 Internal View of Rolling Stock

 Ahwaz Subway Line 1: Mosalla Station

 Ahwaz Subway Line 2 Plan ( Red Line)  Ahwaz Subway Line 1: Diaphragm Wall Boring Machine

 Line 2: TBM Assembly in South Part
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4- Shiraz Subway Line 1

Primary and secondary design and supervision of some stations for Shiraz subway line 1, including 
following stations which the first three of them are in priority of serviceability, were performed by 
PCE.
 Chamran (Shahed)
 Mirzaye Shirazi
 Fazilat 
 Imam Hossein (Junction station of line 1 and 2)  

5- Tabriz Urban Railway Line 2

Line 2 of Tabriz urban railway has 25 Km length and 20 stations. Studying and designing of this 
line embarks from west of Tabriz city in Ghara-Malek region and ends in Tabriz international 
exhibitions territory area. 
Its basic design of structures and routes in urbanism, architecture, structure and utilities were 
accomplished by PCE. 
In this project, PCE as proctor of urbanism and structures under management consultant of Imen 
Sazan Institute has cooperated with GEO Data (Italian tunnel designer) and Egis Rail (French 
Metro-Syastem designer). In all stations of this line, an economical modeling for acquisition of  
added value due to introduction of stations and emergency discharge modeling of them according 
to NFPA 130 principles were performed and eventually based on basic design, technical documents 
of tender and construction of stations, depot structures and parking were prepared. 

 Line 1: TBM Access Shaft Line 1: Junction station

 Line 1: Tunnels Segments

 Tunnel Segments  Line 1: Imam Hossein Station

 Line 1: Depot Building

 Line 1: Depot 
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6- Isfahan Urban Railway Line 2

Isfahan line 2 of urban railway  embarks from Khomeini Shahr and by moving towards East gets 
in line with the Kohandej path. Having intersection with line 1 (Imam Hossein junction station) in 
east direction, line 2 continues on towards East and then in Shekarshekan crossroad changes 
direction towards North, to eastern-north of Isfahan, Laleh avenue. 
The length of this line is 23 Km and has 20 stations.
PCE, in form of a joint venture (PCE, Systra and Metra Consulting Engineers) is custodian 
of conceptual design, first and second phase studies of all stations of line 2. Based on PCE’s 
prosperous experiences, in previous projects, it is appointed as also responsible for control and 
supervising sub-consultants in the remaining studying procedures for stations design in second 
phase services (design details and construction drawings). 
The following services have been provided as “especial services” by PCE, in addition to prevailing 
services of station designing for Isfahan subway line 2:
 Urban planning and design studies for the stations’ impact zones, with the goal of  enhancing 
their efficiency in the context of the city (compiling the station-based development plan for the city)
 Economical modeling (static and dynamic) in order to acquisition of value added in stations 
scopes and analysis of station complexes alternatives.
 Modeling and control of emergency discharge of stations according to NFPA 130 specifications.
 Precise and applicable studies in order to protection of monuments. 
 Implementation of environmental commitments and passive defense in designing and construction 
of stations.
 Furthermore, PCE is designer consultant of Isfahan-Baharestan high speed electric railway 
stations with 15 Km lengths.
  

7- Suburb and Intercity Railway

In the scope of railway, considering the importance of transportation in both macro and micro 
level, numerous projects are assigned to PCE in  different regions of the country (i.e. Maraghe- 
Urumieh, Shiraz-Bushehr-Asaluye, Rasht-Astara), in the form of separate contracts with National 
CDTIC Co.
 Maraghe-Mianeh by 180 Km length
Includes Malekan, Miandoab, Mahabad, Naghade and Urumieh station complexes.
 Mianeh-Tabriz by 120 Km length
Includes Bostan Abad, Torkmanchay and Tinkeh Dash Stations
 Rasht-Astara by 130 Km length
Includes Rezvanshahr and Astara border stations
 Shiraz-Busheher-Asaluye
Includes Bushehr, Shiraz, Firooz Abad, Farashband, Ahrem and etc.
 Mashhad- Golbahar High Speed Electric Railway by 40 Km length ( Metro-System Studies) 
 Includes Mashhad, Samen, Golbahar 1 and 2
 Hashtgerd-Qazvin high speed electric railway by 74 Km lengths includes 6 middle stations plus 
Hashtgerd and Qazvin stations.

 Isfahan Urban Railway Line 2: Imam Ali Square Station

 Line: 1

 Line: 1

 Maragheh-Urumieh Railway (Mahabad Station)

 Shiraz-Asalyueh Railway

 Shiraz-Asalyueh Railway

 Shiraz-Asalyueh Railway
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8- Sport Complexes

In addition to organizations and private sectors, the “Development and Maintaining of Sport 
Places Company” is recognized as one of the most effective pillars in the sports organizations of 
the country. In the past years, PCE has had a broad range of collaborations with this organization 
, designing more than 10 sport complexes in multiple cities and regions all over the county, as is 
described in the following table:

Name                                                               Capacity        Location

 Shahid Bakery stadium comprehensive plan                15,000               Urumieh
 Gorgan stadium comprehensive plan                           15,000               Gorgan
 Sarbedaran stadium comprehensive plan              15,000              Sabzevar
 Imam Reza stadium comprehensive plan              10,000                 Tehran
 Mes-e Kerman stadium comprehensive plan                   30,000                Kerman
 Mes-e Shahre Babak stadium comprehensive plan         10,000            Shahr Babak
 Mes-e Rafsanjan stadium comprehensive plan              10,000                 Rafsanjan
 Tafresh stadium comprehensive plan                            3,000                Tafresh
 Noshahr stadium comprehensive plan                            5,000                Noshahr
 Chaloos stadium comprehensive plan                            5,000                Chaloos

9- Academic Centers, Campuses and Educational Complexes 

One of the fundamental goals for infrastructural planning, in both National and regional levels, is 
development of academic campuses and educational complexes near highly populated areas. 
These academic centers and educational complexes can affect their region in numerous ways, 
like attracting students and immigrating population from other parts of the, and affecting the 
economy and life standards of the regions in which the campuses are located. 
As the development of academic centers and infrastructures can be a great opportunity for the 
local and surroundings, it can also work as an alarm to the local authorities to improve the local 
infrastructure and keep up with the development. Thus, the initial studies and creation of master 
plans for such centers and their local contexts in different sectors is of great importance. In this 
line, PCE has developed the following plans and development programs:
 The master and detailed plan of Bojnurd University in 168 hectares territories.
 Design and consultant services of engineering schools.
 The master and detailed plan of Sabzevar University of Medical Sciences in 10 hectares territories.
 Design and consultant services of nursing and midwifery schools
 Design and consultant services of Sabzevar University sport complex
 Design and consultant services of Public health
 Design and consultant services of Payame nor universities of Tehram, Ghazvin, Zanjan and 
Gilan dinning salon
 Consultant services of official-educational building of Qazvin, Soltanieh and Saen Ghaleh

 Mes-e Kerman stadium comprehensive plan 30,000 Kerman

 The master and detailed plan of Sabzevar University 

of Medical Sciences in 10 hectares territories.

 Sabzevar Medical Sciences University

 Imam Reza stadium comprehensive plan 10,000 Tehran

 Shahid Bakery stadium comprehensive plan 15,000 Urumieh

 Mes-e Kerman stadium comprehensive plan 30,000 Kerman

 Shahid Bakery stadium comprehensive plan 15,000 Urumieh
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10- Tourism and Cultural Centers

One of the PCE's noteworthy projects in the area of tourism and cultural development is the 
design of El-Gölü cultural and amenity complex in Tabriz. 
Consultant services of primary and secondary stages for El-Gölü complex were provided in a 
widespread district adjacent to “Pars Hotel" in El-Gölü park territories; the project is designed 
in 10 stories including ground, 8 stories above ground and 2 stories underground. This complex 
will include a wide range of applications such as  cultural  applications (i.e. conference halls 
and library), sport and recreation applications (i.e. squash and badminton courts) and official 
applications (i.e. offices and business centers), according to following aims and with compatibility 
and direct interaction to hotel.
 Providing services to travelers, tourists and other costumers.
 Gaining its unique position in the city as a multi-functional urban complex.
Being in line with the surrounding context in terms of functions, type of use and also weight of 
each function.
 In addition, design of Shahid Soleimani cultural and sports complex in Tehran is another instance 
of PCE experinces in this area.
 Design of mosque, pool, footbal satdium, cultural complexe including amphitheater, multi-purpose 
halls, sports sallons, Luna Park are examples of these kinds of centers.

11- Industrial Building Design

PCE, relying on the knowledge and experiences of its staffs through 35 years of industrial activity, 
has the ability to execute the design and supervision of various types of industrial building and 
their related specific structures. Major activities and precedents in this sector are allocated to 
design of Tehran-Karaj electric train reparation buildings, first and second phase design of Qom 
subway OCC buildings and design of Ahwaz, Arak and other cities 100 thousand ton silo. 
Tehran-Karaj High speed train repair and maintenance center is equipped to various, state of 
the art, industrial facilities because of its high work load, and currently provides services to all 
rolling stocks of Tehran-Karaj Line. Having a large variety of industrial facilities in depots and 
terminals such as operation control center, trains parking halls, light and heavy maintenances 
salons, regular and industrial washing halls include design of these kinds of building in class of 
especial industrial building. Generally, these sorts of structures require comprehensive ability of 
set in especial industrial building affairs by considering high level of design interfaces. 
Design of high capacity silos with related technical spaces and specific access are other instances 
of industrial spaces design for cities such as Ahwaz, Arak and etc during these years.  
Other important projects are listed below:
 Design of depot buliding utilities of Tehran-Karaj high speed railway in Mehrshahr, Qom and etc.
 Design of trains parking area in Mashhad, Qom, Karaj and etc.
 Operation Control Center (OCC) of Qom subway
 Design of wheat silo
 Supplements of desalination in  Khark, Lavan and Siri islands 

  Tabriz Pars Hotel Amenity Complex (El-Gölü)
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12- Tall Buildings

PCE by relying on its staffs' knowledge and experience within 35 years activity in various scopes 
of tall building with residential, official, amenity and commercial application, has ability to design 
and supervision diversity of tall building with various applications. Major activities and precedents 
of this group are referred to designing of dwelling building like Nasr 36 stories tower in Tehran, 
SMILE 20 stories tower in Tehran, official building of Tehran metro in Resalat highway.  
SMILE dwelling-commercial tower with 20 stories and both residential and commercial application 
in region 22 of Tehran is adjacent to Chitgar artificial lake which facilitated to various machinery 
and smart controlling systems. 
Furthermore, all designing and engineering affairs of No.1 factory of Teimur water for national 
Iranian oil company (NIOC) is accomplished by PCE's building and industrial centers design 
team.
Other important projects are listed below:
 Design and construction supervision of SMILE Tower in Tehran (Near Chitgar lake)
 Design of Nasr Tower in Tehran
 Design and supervision of Tehran metro official tower

Acknowledgments and Awards

 Gorgan Residental Complex

 SMILE Tower

 SMILE Tower
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